Online Crime Report Form
YOUR Information
Your Name
Your Address
Your Phone Number
Your Email Address
Your Date of Birth
Your Driver’s License Number

SUSPECT Information
Suspect Name
Suspect Address
Suspect Phone Number
Suspect Date of Birth or
approximate age

Suspect other identifying
information
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Type of Alleged Crime

Incident Type
Fraud

Definition
Fraudulently obtaining or selling goods
and services, or obtaining someone
else's credit card and using it to
purchase items.

Harassing Phone Call or Email

Unwanted phone calls or email of an
annoying, harassing nature.

Identity Theft

Obtaining someone else's personal
identifying information and using it to
obtain credit, goods or services.
Your property is taken without your
permission.

Theft
Theft from Vehicle
Vandalism/Criminal Mischief

Property is stolen from a motor
vehicle.
Damaging, destroying, or defacing
public or private property WITHOUT
THEFT.

Suspicious Circumstances

This form should be used if you have
information that you would like to
report to the police but is not
necessarily a crime.

Other

Select this box for crimes not
specifically listed.

Additional Crime Information
Date & Time Crime Occurred
Location where crime
occurred
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Examples
Construction work intentionally
undone. False Internet products or
returns. Non-delivery of tickets.
Obtaining someone else's credit card
and using it to purchase items.
Someone purchases items using your
credit card without your prior
approval.
Immediate hang-ups, obscene
language, etc. with no known
suspects.
Someone obtains a credit card using
your S.S.N. or obtains phone service
using your personal information.
Property known to be stolen and
missing may be reported. Lost
property is not a theft.
Stolen equipment or belongings from
a vehicle.
Knocking over mail box, keying
vehicle, breaking vehicle window
without stealing anything,
etc., OTHER THAN GRAFFITI.
Someone you do not know hangs out
on your street corner for several
hours every afternoon. Cars that you
do not recognize are parked in front
of your home and then leave at all
hours of the night. Your neighbor has
frequent visitors that only stay for a
couple minutes at a time.
You may be instructed to use this box
to report crimes generally not
accepted via online submission
during times when the department is
providing limited services due to
emergency situations.

Description of Crime

Please describe, with some detail, what occurred. If you are reporting a theft, list any items taken with as
much detail as possible (including make, model, serial number, and value).

By entering your name in this box, you attest to the
truthfulness of the information provided in this
document and acknowledge that you understand
that falsely reporting an incident is a crime in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Submit Form
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